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Applicationsof Fractalsin Ecology
Fractal modelsdescribe the geometry of u
wide variety of natural o6iects such as
coastlines,island chains, coral reefs, satellite ocean-colorimages and patches of vegetation. Cast in the form of modified
diffusion models, they can mimic natural
and artificial landscapes having different
types of complexity of shape. This article
providesa brief introduction to fractals and
reports on how they can be used by ecologists to answer a variety of basicquestions
about scale, measurement and hierarchy in
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edged complexity
of real-world
objects by simplified
euclidean
ideals.
There is, however, growing recognition
that many natural
objects
have a graininess
or nested irregularity to them, which places them
within the realm of fractal geometry.
scheme
Whereas in the euclidean
ecological systems.
lines are smooth, in fractals lines are
jagged (not differentiable),
often exhibiting a special type of self-similar
structure
that is repeated
on difA biophysicist
creates
a geoferent scales. As Mandelbrotl
has
metric model
of a spruce tree by
emphasized,
this peculiar
kind of
approximating
its shape as a cone
nested
irregularity,
which appears
perched on top of a cylinder. An elm
to be so ubiquitous
in nature, can
leaf becomes
an ellipse
and seed
become a source of simplicity
when
shadows are conveniently
mapped
fractal methods are applied (see, for
as discs of varying diameters
covering a landscape.
Until
recently,
example,
Fig. 1).
Fractals are based on the idea
such discussions
of the shape and
measure
of natural
objects
have
that any measure that we assign to
relied
heavily
on simplifying
asan object (e.g. the amount of length,
sumptions
about
the underlying
area, volume,
etc.) depends
on
some notion about appropriate
digeometry,
replacing
the acknowlmensions. Thus, for example, a line
has zero area (planar
measure),
George Sugiharais at the ScrippsInstitution of
length
Oceanography A-002, University of California, San whereas a plane has infinite
(because
it
would
take
a
line
of inDiego, La Jolla,CA 92093,USA; Robert May is at the
Dept of Zoology, South ParksRoad,Oxford OXI ?PS, finite length folded back on itself to
UK.
fill it). At first glance, the problem
Q
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of choosing
appropriate
units for
measurement
may seem trivial, but,
as we shall see, for many natural
objects having complicated
shapes
this is not the case. In fact, problems
as apparently
simple as measuring
the length of a coastline or the area
of available
leaf habitat for insects
can be rather tricky insofar as they
have
fractal
geometry.
Although
the technical
origins of fractals in
measure theory may seem abstruse
(e.g. Ref. 31, the basic ideas of fractal
analysis are extremely
simple and
intuitive,
and one can begin to work
with them very quickly.
This review gives an introduction
to fractal techniques,
pointing
out
possible
applications
in ecological
research. It begins with an informal
discussion
of the theory of fractals,
followed
by a section
providing
details
on specific
methods
of
computing
them. This is then followed by a survey of possible field
applications,
which are intended
to
illustrate
the
utility
of fractals
in ecological
research (Ref. 4 and
Sugihara,
unpublished),
and particularly
their
use as a tool for
79
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different examples of applications
in ecology, see Frontier”.
Defining a fractal dimension
How long is tCle~oustf~~e
of Britain?
Suppose the jagged curve in Fig.
2a represents a section of coastline.
How long will it take me to walk this
coastal path; how Iong is this jagged
coastline? To measure with a ruler,
I could approximate
the length
of the curve with a polygonal arc
having N straight-line
segments,
each of length 6, as shown in Fig. 2b.
One could think of realizing this
measurement scheme by using dividers set to width 6, and ffipping the
dividers along the curve. The total
estimated euclidean length of the
curve, L, would be the number

Fig. 1. Fractai image of a black spleenwort fern produced by a model consisting of four simple transformations each having only six parameters tfrom Ref. 2, with
permissiont.
By contrast, a euclidean description of this
complex shape might involve a polynomial involving
thousands of fitted parameters.

addressing problems of scale and
hierarchy5-I*. For a more detailed
review of these ideas, with some

of

sides of the polygon, N, multiplied
by the length of each side, 6. But as
I move to finer scales - to shorter
straight-line
having
segments,
smaller values of 6; to more finelyset dividers - I will be able to trace
the wiggly ins and outs of the coastline more closely. Thus, the length
of the coastline will increase as I
measure it on finer and finer scales.
In practice, the lengths, L, of many
interesting
objects in the natural
world - coastlines,
rivers, tree
trunks, and so on - are found to
depend on measurement scale, 6.
according to a simple power law
(over an appropriate
range of 6
values):
L(6) = /G-D

IiI

Here f_ is the length, measured on
the characteristic scale 6, and the
exponent D is called the ‘fractal dimension’ (2 > D > I ).
Figure 3 gives some examples of
such ‘coastlines’, along with their
fractal dimensions. For the familiar

(4

Fig. 2. tat An irregular curve. fbl The length of the curve is measured using a polygonal approximation,
where curve length is reckoned as the number of sides IK S-*1 times the length of each side (6); K is a
constant (see Box 21 and D is the ‘fractal dimension’. In a fractal curve, measured length ft Ifi) = KS?-“\
grows as 6 declines (cf. Eqn I I.
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euclidean geometry that we were all
brought up to know and love, D= 1.
That is, the length is simply a
constant,
L= K, independent
of
measurement scale. More generally,
for geometrical
objects such as
‘Koch’s snowflake’ (Fig. 3b and Box
I 1,the structure of the outline of the
object repeats itself on finer and
finer scales; successive magnifications of the object show the same
‘self-similar’ structure. As shown in
Box I, the fractal dimension
of
Koch’s snowflake is D = I .26.
In the natural world, there is no
guarantee that such elegant selfsimilar properties
will apply. Aithough coastlines, landscape patterns, vegetation boundaries,
leaf
perimeters and the like do show
fractal
geometric
patterns,
the
characteristic fractal dimension, D,
of Eqn ! may-as we shall see below
- itself change with changes in the
measurement scale. 6.

Box 2 gives a brief indication of
the relationship between the essentially intuitive presentation of ideas
about fractal geometry in this review
and their more formal origins in
measure theory. One of the problems with an excessively intuitive
approach
is that it invites
the
suggestion that maybe the coastline
of Britain is a defined entity, and
that what we are fussing about
is only a problem of practicality
of measurement. Koch’s snowflake
and other such self-similar
geometrical objects make it clear that
something deeper is at stake: for
such abstract objects, boundary
lengths become infinite as 6 tends
to zero lat a rate determined by Eqn
I I. For real objects, there will be
physical limitations to the minimum
meaningful scale (ultimately set by
molecular dimensions, but usually
by other commonsense considerations before thatt. But the problem
is nevertheless deeper than one of
trivial measurement accuracy; a tree
trunk literally has larger and larger
circumference
as one moves to
smaller and smaller scales, in a manner characterized by Eqn I, and this
has consequences for the way the
tree trunk looks to creatures of different sizes.
More explicitly,
consider Eqn I
applied
to a coastline for which
D= 1.5. Here, a tenfold reduction in
measurement scale will increase the
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(a)
apparent length by a factor of
10°.5--3. In general, we see from Eqn
I that the faster the apparent length
changes as measurement
scale
changes, the larger D becomes.
For an ideally smooth and simple
curve, the fractal dimension D= 1 is
equal to the formal ‘topological dimension’, D,,that we expect ‘onedimensional’ objects to have. But
for the jagged curves that we
have been discussing, D will exceed
D,; a more formal definition of
Mandelbrot’s fractal forms are those
where D exceeds DT.
Returning to the curves in Fig. 3,
we notice explicitly
that larger
values of D correspond to curves
that are increasingly complex. In the
case of the Brownian trail in the
plane, for example, the curve is so
complex as to literally fill the plane
(which is why we did not draw it!);
that is, for this Brownian trail in the
plane, D = 2; see Box 3.
The fractal exponent, therefore,
describes
the complexity
of a
shape. Moreover, this complexity of
shape is reflected in the speed with
which apparent length changes as
measurement
scale changes. For
larger values of D, length changes
faster because the curve is more
complex.
Measuring the fractal dimension, D
Dividers method (boundary
dimensions: 2 > D > I)
This method involves stepping
along a curve or boundary with dividers to see how apparent length,
US), changes as the dividers are
brought closer together. Using a
spectrum of widths of dividers, one
plots log L versus log 6 and determines D according to Eqn I as 1.O
minus the slope of the linear regression through these points; see
Box 2. Again, the fractal exponent D
can only be thought of as a Hausdotf dimension
in the limit as the
divider width goes to zero, 6 + 0.
This, of course, can never be realized in practice because the socalled ‘inner scale’ of measurement
of D will be constrained by such
things as the resolution of the photographic image or of the dividers.
In practice, for a given 6, it is a
good idea to repeat the exercise
starting from a variety of different
points on the curve, because L will
have some variance to it depending
on where on the curve one starts. In
this way, one can either construct a

plot of l0g.L versus log 6 containing
more points, or obtain a distribution
of D values. An additional complication, to be discussed below, is the
possibility
that D may change abruptly at some measurement scale;
that is, for a particular range of 6 we
may obtain one value of D whereas
at another scale range we obtain a
new value of D.
Grid method (boundary dimension)
If the landscape image or other
object is digitized on a plane, it is
easier to use the following approximation based on the equations in
Box 2. Superimpose on the image a
regular grid, composed of squares of
side length 6. At some 6, count the
number of grid squares containing
a piece of the curve or boundary
and call this C (in technical jargon,
the grid squares form an approximate S-cover over the curve). Repeat
this for various 6, and compute D as
the magnitude of the slope of the
regression line through a plot of log
C verus log 6 [to be pedantic, D is
(- I) times this slope]. Reorienting
the grid relative to the image has
the same effect that choosing
different starting points has in the
divider method (see also the discussion of pointwise dimension by
Gukenheimer131.
Grid method (general1
If the image is digitized and embedded in N dimensions (as will be
the case, for example, if the image
is a strange attractor in a highdimensional
phase space), then D
may be computed as in the preceding paragraph by using an N-dimensional grid of boxes of side length 6
to cover the object. For various
values of 6, the log of the number of
N-dimensional
boxes containing a
piece of the object (log C) is plotted
against log 6. Again following the
equation in Box 2, D may be estimated as the slope of the regression
of log Cagainst log 6 as 6 --+ 0. Note
that if the shapes are planar islands
and the interior points are included
in C, then D should equal 2 in the
limit as 6 --+ 0. At larger values of S,
the boundary irregularities
may predominate so that D may appear to
be less than 2.
Perimeter/area
method (boundary
dimension I
If the object consists of a mosaic
of irregular islands (for instance, im-

Fig. 3. A higher fractal dimension
is associated
with
higher shape complexity.
(al A straight
line, D = I,
lb\ Koch curve, D = log 4 / log 3; see Box I. (cl Brownian
time series Iline-to-line
function),
D = 1.5. A Brownian
trail in the plane 1not shown I is ‘plane-filling’
and consequently
D = 2; see Box 3

ages of ocean colours or vegetation
patches) the dimension
of the
boundaries
of these islands
can
be estimated from perimeter/area
data, by using the relation P = AD'2.
That
is, one calculates
the perimeter, P, and area, A,of each irregular tile at some fixed 6, and plots
these values on log coordinates so
that the slope of the regression is
equal to D/2. The choice of 6 should
not affect the result, as long as the
objects are simple fractals generated by rules of self-similarity;
in
such situations,
the plot of log A
against log P will give a single
straight line, providing a unique D

Box I. The fmctaldin~nsionof Koch’snowflake
s
Koch’s snowflake is constructed by the following rule. Start with an equilateral triangle.
Take ihe middle third of each side, and reolace it with the other two sides of an equiiateral triangle &nailer,- of course, than the
original one) pointinn outward. Now do this
again to each‘line seiment in the new figure.
And aaain. indefinitelv many times, repeating
the &me. process oh smaller and smaller
scales. Figure 3b shows one of the three sides
of the ensuing ‘snowflake’.
The snowflake has an area not much larger
than that of the or&inajequilateral
triangle.
But how large is its perimeter? Each step in
the process obviously lengthens the perimeter by a factor 413, so the asymptotic perimeter is (4/3) x (4/3) x . . .. which is infinite1
To characterize the fractal dimension of the
snowflake, look at Eqn 1 in the main text. Each
step in the recipe represents reducing the
measurement scale by a factor of 3 @,,+,/6, =
l/3) and consequently increasing the length
by a factor of 4/3 IL&,+,) I L&J = 4/3]. Substituting into Eqn 1, we have
413 = (l/3)‘_0

81
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The graph is a plot of log apparent
length, L(8), an log diiidef’s width (6).
For a fractaf curve, the Eog‘apparent
length grows linearly as the dividers
are brought closer together (logarithmicalfy). The slope of the line is
1 - D.
This illustratas Eqn 1, applied to a
self-similar, fractal object (for example,
Koch’s snowflake) for which D is indeed a constant. A question asked-by
measure theory is to find some reiative
measure (for a given dimension, D)
that does not depend on the scale, 6.
Hausdorf proposed the parameter K, the asymptotic intercept with the y-axis in the plot, as
such a measure.
Alternatively, we may return to the measurement procedure in Fig. 1, and note that for
such a polygonal approximation to an irregular curve, the approximate linear measure K
may be calculated by adding up the sides’ lengths, 6, after they are each raised to the
power D [more specifically, Eqn 1 t&s us that the number of sides of the polygon is
N = KPD, where each side has a ‘D-dimensional length’ SD, so that the approximate
measure is (KP) 6* = KJ.
Expanding on this theme, we see that if a linear measurement scales as n, then a
D-dimensional measurement scales as k = no. Thus, if an object of dimension 5is expanded
by increasing its linear size in each spatiat dimension n times, then its volume @dimensional measurement) is increased by a factor of k = n*times the original. This simple
scaling relationship, k = &‘, thus suggests the following general notion of dimension:
D=Ink/Inn
where kis the multiple by which the Ddimensional measurement (e.g. volume) increases,
and n is the multiple by which the corresponding linear measurement increases. We call
this D the fractal dimension or fractai exponent; it is the same D es met in Eqn 1.
According to these intuitive arguments, the fractal exponent is an allometric scaling
constant that behaves something like a dimension. To interpret this exponent more
rigorously as the Hauedorf dimension requires that we investigate the scaling as the linear
measurement, 6, approaches zero. That is, the Hausdorf dimension may be defined as
Uh = limit [In CI In (l/6)]

as6-+Q

Here C is, for example, the number of sides in the polygon (more generally, C is the
‘cardinality of a minimal %-coveringof the set’). Thus, as in tha more intuitive approaches,
we are looking at how apparent length changes with respect to scale, but now we are doing
so in the limit 8 I$ 0. If the plot of ln L versus In 6 is really linear for all F, as suggested by
Eqn 1, then the Hausdurf dimension and the fractal exponent are equal, D = 0,.
In practice, & can never rear@ be abtain& because of the finite resdution of measuring
instruments or photographic grain. Moreover, given this constraint, it is most plausible that
as S--f 0 the Hausdorfdlmension witI equal unity for most natural outlines. Largetyfor this
reason, but also becausefractat ideasareeasierto grasp intuitively, wefocusthediscussion
in this review on 0 rather then D,,.

for all 6 of interest.
More generally, D itself may depend
on the
scale of measurement,
as reflected
in the characteristic
magnitude
of P
or A.
Notice that D obtained
in this way
is an ensemble
measure
for the
collection
of islands
or patches.
This is in contrast to the previous
methods,
which can be applied
to
the boundary
of a single island.
Hyperbolic distribution I boundary
dimension1
Certain rules or mechanisms
that
generate
archipelagoes
of selfsimilar
islands
(for instance,
socalled
Koch islands)
are known
to produce
size-frequency
distributions that are hyperbolic:
Pr(A > a) = cad6
82

121

Here Pr(A > al stands for the probability
that the area of a given
island, A, will exceed some specified value, a; c and B are positive
constants. Hyperbolic
distributions
of areas have been demonstrated
empirically
for patches
of vegetation12, the Aegean Islands14, and
global
landmasses’.
Mandelbrot’
suggests that - under certain assumptions
about
the generating
mechanism
- it may be possible to
fit a hyperbolic
distribution
to data
on island areas, and by so doing to
obtain an estimate
of D for island
boundaries.
In particular,
when the
generating
mechanism
has
a
specific geometric
form, it can be
shown that D=2B.
It follows that
archipelagoes
composed
of irregularly shaped islands will tend to be
dominated
by many small islands

(as exemplified
by the Baltic coast
of Sweden or Finland].
Like the perimeter/area
method,
this distribution-based
estimate
is
of course an ensemble
measurement, but all that is required here is
the area of each tile, measured
at
some fixed value of 6. When applied
to global landmasses,
Mandelbrot’
finds that this method
gives estimates of D between
I .2 and 1.3,
which accords with estimates
obtained by the dividers
method.
Ecological applications
Measuring habitat space
One of the more straightforward
applications
of the notions of fractal
dimension
and fractal measure
in
ecology
is to the
problem
of
measuring
available
habitat space.
Morse et aLI have applied
these
methods to the question of why in a
given habitat
there tend to be so
many more individuals
of small animals than of larger ones. They investigate this question
for arthropods
living on vegetation
whose surface
area is believed
to be fractal; that is,
whose surface area appears to expand at finer and finer scales. Using
photographs
of various types of vegetation,
they calculate
a value for
the fractal dimension
of the habitat
flora by the boundary-grid
method.
I .3
They find a value of D between
and 1.5, which pertains to the outlines of the planar projections
of
the vegetation
in the photographs.
Taking the approximation
that D -I .5 for the leaf boundaries,
heuristic
upper and lower bounds on D for
the surfaces are 2 x I .5 = 3 and I +
1.5 = 2.5 (cf. Ref. 16, p. 365). Following Eqn I, this means that for an
order
of magnitude
decrease
in
ruler length (6) the perceived
surface area of vegetation
increases
between
3.16 and IO times. Thus,
organisms that are an order of magnitude smaller in length would have
between
3.16 and IO times more
available
living
space. Moreover,
the observed
fractal scaling of the
vegetational
substrate,
which provides small arthropods
with much
more living space than is available
to larger ones on the same substrate,
is qualitatively
consistent
with predictions
of individual
abundance based
on allometric
arguments. Morse eta/.15 speculate
that
the steep increase observed
in the
abundance
of arthropods
as body
size decreases, is qualitatively
con-
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sistent with predictions based on
the fractal scaling of the vegetation
on which they live.
Briand and CohenI discuss habitat dimensionality
in relation to
food web shape, suggesting that
webs from three-dimensional
habitats are longer and narrower than
webs from planar habitats. Only
rough arguments are made in guessing the dimensionality
of habitats,
and criticisms have been made1°,18
that the apparent differences seen
may in fact be a more accurate reflection of the differences in data
collection
habits of investigators
studying aquatic versus terrestrial
environments. Although it has yet to
be tried, fractal methods could conceivably be applied to resolve this
problem. Measurements of Dfor environments of a given type could be
used to determine whether within a
given web type the presumed trend
with dimension
still exists. Thus,
one might use photographs
to
measure the fractal dimensions of
the environments
from which each
web was drawn. Alternatively,
the
D-dimensional
measure for available habitat space in each environment may be a more important
quantity for regulating food web
shape. Thus, fractals can be used to
compare webs of a given type by
providing a quantifiable continuum
for habitat dimension and measure.
Dimension as a function of scale:
detecting functional hierarchies
By definition,
the Hausdorf dimension
involves
computing the
unique value Dh = log C I log 6 in
the limit as 6 + 0 (see Box 2). Notice
that D, is independent
of length
scale, 6. As suggested in Box 2, in
most applications it is more useful
to adopt the less formal sense of
dimension given by the fractal exponent, D = log k I log n, where D
may in fact depend on the inner
and outer scales of measurement
(a particular range of 6 for which a
straight line is obtained on a log-log
plot). Mandelbrot provides a nice
example of this idea in discussing
how a ball of string appears to
change dimension
depending on
how close the observer is. As the
ball is approached from afar the
string goes through the sequence of
dimension
changes, 0 (a distant
point), 3 (a closer ball), I (the linear
thread), 3 (the three-dimensional
tubular thread), etc., illustrating how

apparent dimension
may change
with observational scale (i.e. different ranges of 6). Different
observational scales capture different
aspects of structure, and these transitions are signaled by shifts in the
apparent dimension of the object.
This latter fact suggests an interesting application
of fractals as a
method for distinguishing hierarchical size scales in nature.
A constant fractal exponent over a
given size range (inner and outer
scale) may indicate that within

Box 3.ll&dl$

this region large-scale features are
simply magnified versions of smaller
ones. As discussed above, such constant scaling could be produced by
a single (possibly complex) selfsimilar generating process. It should
be required, moreover, if one is trying to extrapolate mechanisms from
small scale to large.
On the other hand, a shift in D at
the inner or outer scale may indicate
a shift in generating process, and
define a boundary across which one
may no longer make extrapolations.

(lyaeadafresl cestp’lesrlly
efshape:a Bfemfanneetralltwdel

The important connection between fractal patterns andself-similar generatingprocesses
can be made more explkit by considering modified Srownian diffusion processes. Mandelbrot’ and Hastings et aL*zhave dk6ussed how fractal exponents may be incorporated
into diffusion pro6esses#as a seadingfactor for noFmaliting increments in space and time.
This normalization effectively tunes the memory of a diffusion process, to produce either
smoother (‘persistent’f or more complex (‘anti-persistent’) outlines characterized by their
fractal complexity.
A mo&fiid Brownian p~ece$s is defined in terms of some random variable characterizing
dispiac;ement,X(f). which is distributed as Gaussian white noise, with a root mean square
equal to
r.m.s. X(t) = (AtP
Depending on the value of H, the process can be said to be positively or negatively
correlatid. When )f = I/Z, the process is classical BFownian motion, with no serial
correlation between the displacements in successive time intervals. This means that, at
every stage end at every s6aJeof At, all directions of displacement are equally likely. If
1 > N> 112,the ~ncremen~so~dis~l~6ementmay be roughty thought of as overlapping each
other, above time increments that do not overlap. Such a process may be said to be
positively 6orF&ttsd, or per&&~%& in the eer%sethat a particle moving in some direction at
time rwil tend to move in the serna directton regardtess of At. Roughly speaking, the grain
of the Brownian path will have been smoothed out in a statistically self-similar fashion that
transcends all scales.
To summarize, the H values for constrained white noise may be characterized as:
H = l/2, Brownian
H > 112,Persistent
H < l/2, Anti-persistent
These resultstranslate to fratia1 curves and fandscapes.Smoother curves can be generated
by higher values of H, and more irregular curves by lower values. The classical Brownian
value, H = t/2. serves es a neutral value.
P&ndelbrot* and H;astingsand Sugihara (uanpubIished)have shown that the exponent H
can be related to the fra@al exponent, 0, with the precise relationship depending on the
deteils of the Brownian ger~rating model. tf the process involves a Brownian trail in the
plane (a Brownian fine-to-&&ne function), say for des&bing animal movements in two
dimensions, then D
the resulting path can be shown to be

for

D = 10-i
Thus, for the classical Brownian trail where H = l/2, we find that D = 2; the curve effectively
fiHs the plane, Adding persistence to the modified random walk smooths the trail out and
lowers the dimension; the curve becomes tess ptane-filling.
If the prooess involves level curves cutting across a crinkled Brownian sheet (e.g.
isoefevation lines on a topographic map; a Brownian plane-to-line function), or if we are
considering the time deriea of s Brownian pro6ess (dEspSa&mantversus time; a Brownian
line-to-line function), then D may be calculated from the relation
D=2-H
Converse&, nrft6an use the above relationships to infer the H value required in order that
the appropriate Brownian proces@may reproduce the texture of an abserved random
fra6tat pattern. That is, uaaeCBRiflfer ths spa@-time scaling that would be required of a
modif&d &wnian
modal to approximate the texture of the observed fractal pattern.
Mandelbrot’ provides some nice examples of this.
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Fig. 4. (a) A plot of log patch perimeter (P) against
log patch area (A) for aerial photographs of deciduous forest in Natchez Quadrangle, Mississippi, USA.
(b) Using a sliding window of 60 points along the x-axis,
a discontinuity in D is uncovered at 60-70 ha: this is
marked by a kink in the curve at this scale. Such kinks
indicate shifts in dimension, and may demarcate
boundaries between hierarchical levels. From Re£ 19,

with permission.

In this way, fractals may provide a
methodology for obtaining objective answers to such difficult problems in hierarchy theory as how
to determine boundaries between
hierarchical levels and how to
determine the scaling rules for
extrapolating within each level (Ref.
I9 and Sugihara, unpublished).
Bradbury e t a / . 2° investigate the
possibility of hierarchical scaling in
an Australian coral reef. They use
the dividers method in transects
across the reef to determine
whether D (boundary) depends on
the range of length scales. They find
that D declines abruptly from a
value of about 1.1 at the finest scale
(~ = 10 cm) to a value of about 1.05
for intermediate lengths (8 between
20 cm and 200 cm), and rises sharply
to a value of about 1.15 at the largest
scales (8 between 5 m and 10 m).
Again, the constant D within each
of these size ranges suggests the
possibility of a single class of processes for generating reef structure
that are self-similar within t h e s e
size ranges. The shifts in D between
scaling intervals indicate when the
processes are different at each
scale. These three ranges of scale
correspond nicely with the scales of
three major reef structures: 10 cm
84

corresponds to the size of anatomical features within individual coral
colonies (branches and convolutions); 20-200 cm corresponds to
the size range of whole adult living
colonies; and 5-10 m is the size
range of major geomorphological
structures such as groves and buttresses. That is to say, the shifts in
fractal exponent at different scales
appear to signal where the breakpoints occur in the hierarchical organization of reefs.
In similar vein, Krummel et al. ~9
evaluate the fractal dimension of
deciduous forest patterns in Mis~
sissippi using the perimeter/area
method on aerial photographs, of
the US Geological Survey (1973)
Natchez Quadrangle. This region
has experienced relatively recent
conversion of native forests into
agricultural use. Repeated calculations of D using a sliding window
of 60 points along the size-scale axis
(the x-axis of Fig. 4a), reveal a
marked (P < 0.001) discontinuity in
D at areas around 60-70 ha. The
discontinuity was signaled by a kink
in the log Pagainst log A plot. Small
areas of forest tend to be smoother
with D ~ 1.20 + 0.02, while larger
areas, greater than 70 ha, have
more complex boundaries, D ~ 1.52
+ 0.02. This result is interpreted to
indicate that human disturbances
predominate at small scales making
for smoother geometry and lower D,
while natural processes (e.g. geology, distributions of soil types, etc.)
continue to predominate at larger
scales.
Scaling: persistence~smoothness
One of the more intriguing applications that has particular relevance
to remote sensing studies concerns
the connection (discussed in Box 3)
between fractal spatial patterns and
modified Brownian dynamics.
As outlined in Box 3, there are
simple relationships between persistence, measured by the parameter H in modified Brownian
diffusion models (see Box 3), and
fractal exponents. Although the
exact relationship between H and D
depends on the details of the
assumed model (Hastings and
Sugihara, unpublished), the general
relationship remains: increased
persistence (more memory in the
process) should correspond to
smoother boundaries and patches
with larger and more uniform areas;

whereas reduced persistence will
correspond to more complex and
highly
fragmented
landscapes
dominated by many small areas. For
example, in simple patch-extinction
models [2, persistence in the dissemination of spatial displacements corresponds roughly with
how long the resulting patches last.
Given that for a particular natural
landscape the Brownian paradigm is
somewhat reasonable, one might
expect to find the predicted relationship between reduced shape
complexity and persistence in time.
Indeed, without committing to any
particular Brownian model, it may
be possible to obtain a purely empirical scaling that relates a pattern's ephemerality to its fractal
exponent, D.
Hastings et al. [2 have examined
this possibility for patches of two
kinds of vegetation, cypress and
broadleaf, i n
the Okefenokee
Swamp, USA. They fit patch areas to
the hypergeometric distribution to
determine B (Eqn 2), which is then
used to estimate H a n d D (see previous section on hyperbolic distribution). Hastings et aL find that the
fractal exponent D is larger (thus
persistence, H, is lower) for the
earlier successional cypress. The
more persistent broadleaf vegetation which eventually dominates
has a lower value of D. They speculate that D may be used as an index
of succession in circumstances
where
simple
patch-extinction
models are reasonable.
Several additional anecdotes
help to illustrate these ideas. An
initial analysis of satellite oceancolor patterns appears to corroborate the predicted relationship
between shape complexity and persistence (Sugihara, unpublished).
The boundary-grid method applied
to a series of images of the California
Current taken by a remote color
scanner reveals remarkably good
fits to single fractal exponents on
length scales between 1 km and
10000 km. When stable patterns of
low productivity of typical years are
compared with transient E1 Nifio
conditions, the predicted correlation between fragmentation and
vagility is observed. Transient El
Nifio years show low and high productivity regions having a patchier
and more highly dissected appearance than is the case in typical
years.
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Similar informal observations
arise in the patch dynamics of sessile organisms. Healthy vestimentiferan reefs formed within plume
fields of deep-sea hydrothermal
vents often appear to have a much
simpler geometry than failing colonies that inhabit vents on the verge of
extinction (R. Hessler, pers. commun.). Similarly, certain persistent
bryozoan and coral colonies (e.g.
M o n t i p o r a spp.) often have simpler
outlines and are less patchy than
colonies of more ephemeral species
(e.g. Pocillopora spp.) (Ref. 21; T.
Hughes, pers. commun.; J. Conne]l,
pers. commun.). It would be interesting to follow up these provocative anecdotes with careful studies
to determine to what extent D computed from snapshots can be used
as an index of physiological state or
persistence of patches in time, and
how such persistence may relate to
the spatial scales involved.
Extinction

Another potential application of
fractals in ecology is to the related
problem of persistence of rare
species. Rather than focusing on
spatial geometry, we shall consider
instead the fractal properties of a
time series of population values.
Viewed in the light of a modified
Brownian model (Box 3), one might
expect the range of values in a time
series to grow roughly as time raised
to the power H (i.e. AtH). That is, if
x(t) is the time series variable, and
x*(t) is the normalized deviation
[x*(t) = x(t) - Yc(t) for t between 0
and T], then the range R(T) Iwhere
R(T) = max x*(t) - rain x*(t) for t
between 0 and T] of a modified
Brownian process will scale with the
length of the time series, T, as
R(T) = cT n

(3)

According to the third equation in
Box 3, the fractal exponent D for
the time series is computed as D =
2 - H. Thus, Eqn 3 provides another
method for calculating D for a time
series. All that is required is a regression of log range against log
time, and the resulting slope is H.
Notice that when H > 1/2, the time
series is smoothed out (lower value
of D); but because the Brownian
process is more persistent in its
deviations, the time series goes
through wider swings.
Such power-law scaling between

range and time has been observed
empirically i n r i v e r discharge records ~6. The values of H computed
here have been found to vary between 1/2 and i, indicating a tendency toward persistence in the
fluctuations of river discharge, i.e.
wet years tend to be followed by
other wet years. Moreover, this persistence is scale-invariant in that the
autocorrelation remains at all scales
(at least at all scales used to
m e a s u r e H). That is~ correlations between wet weeks will scale upward
in a self-similar fashion to imply correlations b e t w e e n wet years and
wet d e c a d e s , etc. This information is
important, for example, in designing
a reservoir so that in its finite lifetime it will n e v e r overflow and n e v e r
empty.
The analogy to p o p u l a t i o n s is
clear. All things being equal, a
species whose population time
series follows Eqn 3 would b e more
vulnerable to local extinction if its
range of population values increases faster with time (larger H)
than one whose population range
grows only slowly (lower H). Roughly
speaking, the time to extinction
should scale as c ' N uH, where c' is a
constant less than 1 and N is the
average population size. Thus, one
m a y speculate that vulnerability to
extinction should b e associated
with a larger H or a lower fractal
e x p o n e n t for the time series,
whereas more stable species will
have time series with a lower H.
Figure 5 shows an informal
example of such an analysis for two
bird species having roughly the
same average abundance 22. According to Eqn 3, the slope of the log R
against log T plot yields a value for
H. The value of H for the least
flycatcher ( E m p i d o n a x m i n i m u s ) (H
= 0.56) is higher than for the Americ a n redstart ( S e t o p h a g a ruticilla) (H
= 0.38), suggesting that the former
is more p r o n e to local d i s a p p e a r ance and less subject to densityd e p e n d e n t population corrections.
A lower H for the American redstart
suggests anti-persistence in its time
series (higher D), which again translates roughly to tighter densityd e p e n d e n t population correction.
Dimension and embedding

As a final suggestion for a possible class of applications of fractals
that may be of interest to ecologists,
we consider how the concept of di-
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Fig. 5. Log range in population values [normalized,
R ( T ) - see text] versus log time of observation (T) for
two equally abundant bird species (time series data
from Ref. 22). The slope yields a value of Hfrom which
D for the time series can be calculated as D = 2 - H .
(a) For the American redstart H = 0.38, and (b) for the
least flycatcher H = 0.56. A higher value of H for the
least flycatcher implies higher suceptibility to local
extinction and weaker density-dependent control.

mension operates in sampling, i.e.
why sweep nets should work better
than flypaper.
Consider two sets of dimension
Dm and Dp e m b e d d e d in a s p a c e of
dimension E. In order for t h e m to
intersect with nonzero measure, it is
necessary that

Dm+D >E
Thus, a sampling scheme of dimension D m used in a space of dimension E can only detect phenomena
of dimension Dp > E - D m.
Lovejoy e t al. 23 discuss an application of this idea in connection with
the ability of the worldwide network
of fixed weather stations to d e t e c t
weather p h e n o m e n a of different dimension. They use a modification
of the generalized grid m e t h o d to
obtain a value of D m = 1.75 for
the worldwide network of weather
stations. Assuming E = 2, p h e n o m ena of dimension Dp < 0.25 cannot
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be
detected
by
this
network.
Apparently,
the
low-dimensional
phenomena
that might be missed
characterize
certain
violent
episodic storms - a good case for the
use of satellites.
In addition
to the
possible,
though
perhaps
only
weak,
relevance of these ideas for designing
sampling regimes in ecology (e.g. for
monitoring
acid rain), they may be
used to motivate
a variety
of interesting
evolutionary
hypotheses
involving
encounter
rates (e.g. between predator
and prey).
For example,
in cases where a
predator searches randomly (having
no information
about
the whereabouts of its prey), one might expect
selection
to operate
toward maximizing
the dimensionality
of the
predator’s
search path. Thus, such
predators
may have highly
convoluted and space-filling
search trajectories.
Prey movements,
on the
other
hand,
might
tend
to be
simpler, or the prey may be distributed in space so as to minimize their
dimension
(Cowles and Sugihara,
unpublished).
It would
be
an
interesting
and workable
task to
investigate
how dimensional
considerations
may come to play in
evolution
by maximizing
or minimizing the frequency
of different
kinds of encounter.
Conclusion
Fractal
ubiquitous
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some promise both as an economical description
of natural patterns
and, more speculatively,
as a tool for
probing
causes. Whereas the formally defined
Hausdorf dimension
is not in itself usually a practical
concept,
in real applications
the
less stringent fractal exponent
may
prove to be more valuable.
Moreover, because the mechanics of estimating fractal exponents
are often
straightforward,
they should be particularly attractive
as a novel way to
approach
some difficult
problems
involving
scale and hierarchy in ecological systems. The suggestions for
applying
fractals that are offered
above illustrate
their potential
interest in ecology.
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